f
f'(z) n[f(Q), a] = -6 -^-dz 2rtJ q f(z) -a are well known. In this paper/ will lack singularities and Q will be a circle. Hence n[f(Q), a] will be the number of times/ assumes the value a in the open disk bounded by Q.
If a function / is regular at a point a ^ 0 and Re {zf'(z)/f(z)} ^ 0 for all z in some neighborhood M of a then the fact that Re{z/'(z)//(z)} is harmonic in some neighborhood NEM of a implies that Re{af (a)/f(a)} >0 and, consequently, also that/'(a)?íO.
From this fact, which will be of frequent use below, follows Theorem 1. Let the function f be regular in the open unit disk U and zero at the origin. Suppose there is an r = r(/), 0<r<l, such that (i) fiz)5¿0 and (ii) Re{z/'(z)//(z)} 2:0, whenever r<|z| <1. Then for any q, r<q<l, and associated Q-{z: \z\ =q) and any aEU, the winding number n[fiQ), sfia)] is a decreasing function of the positive real variable s as long as sfia)EfiU).
Proof. Let /( Î7) be the image of U under /. The winding number n[fiQ), sfia)] is a nonnegative integer (hence real) and is constant throughout each component of /(t/) determined by fiq). Therefore, as has just been noted, Re{z/'(z)//(z)} =5 arg/(z)/d arg z>0 whenever r < \z\ <1, i.e. arg/ is a strictly increasing function of arg z for zEQ-Furthermore the fact that/is never zero in {z:r<|z| <l} and has only a finite number m>0 of zeros in {z: |z| £jr} implies, with the help of the argument principle, that arg/(z) increases by 2mir as z makes one positively directed circuit of Q. Thus Arg/(z) takes on each value b, 0^b<2tr precisely m times as z traverses Q. If aEQ is arbitrary it is apparent that the angle d from the radius vector/(a)-0 to the vector tangent to fiQ) at fia) lies in the interval O<0<7T. The geometric meaning of the winding number now makes it obvious that its value falls as fiQ) is crossed in an outward direction and in fact that this decrease is just some integer n, l^n^m, which is the number of points of Q mapped into/(a) by/. The proof of the theorem is now complete.
3. The class M*. If g is any function of Sip) having a simple zero at the origin then g can be written giz) =aiZ+a2z2+<i3Z3+
• • • . It is now a trivial matter to verify that
, «2 " , a3 . .
is an element of S*. And in this sense, the same as with the classes 5(1) and 5* = Si* (i.e. except for normalization) the class S* is just the class of all functions of Sip) having a simple zero at the origin. Proof. The function / has p zeros in U and is obviously p-valent in U. Also, for \z\ =1,
which persists, by continuity, for r<|z| <1, for some r, 0<r<l.
Therefore fE S*. . But x can be arbitrarily close to 1. Therefore fES* and the theorem is proved.
Consideration of the classes of ¿»-valent starlike functions treated above has given rise to the following question concerning a decomposition for elements of S(p). Given any fES(p), does/ have a representation f=gh where gES*, hE(S*)p-L icense or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
